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Order
BAPPU-evo :

Components- and Upgrading Price List

Designation

Quantity

Components

Prices*

BAPPU-evo

Multi-measuring device with graphic-touch-screen, USB-port1), datenlogger,
including sturdy case

IR-evo

Non-contact infrared measurement of surface temperature

118,00 €

Anemometer

easuring range extension: air velocity

399,00 €
179,00 €

option CO2 (carbon dioxide) / VOC-indicator plus

270,00 €

option CO (carbon monoxide), only in combination with CO2 and Voc plus

136,00 €

option particulate matter plus

399,00 €

Measuring range extension: Globe-thermometer; with calculation of climate
BAPPU-Globe indices PMV/PPD according to DIN EN ISO 7730; calculation of mean radiation
(Globe-thermometer)
temperature (thermal radiation); including sturdy case
1)

2.068,00 €

IAQ-probe VOCOOsx.
can be combined with the following sensors:

IAQ-probe
VOCOOsx

Total price:

499,00 €

Reading and processing of the data only possible with optional BAPPU-time software.

Components for long-term recording
BAPPU-time - PC-software BAPPU-time© for a long-term recording evaluation (graphics or
tabular forms) and data graphic export.
licence
©

Total order value (All prices plus 19% VAT

349,00 €

and shipping costs of € 25 per device within Europe):

* Price changes and product specifications are subject to change.

Scope of delivery1):
BAPPU-evo:
BAPPU-evo with graphic-touch-screen, data logger (BAPPU-time is necessary), USB-port, software-CD (software for
measurement preparation, evaluation and documentation)
Anemometer:
BAPPU-anemometer; table-tripod
Globe:
Globe-thermometer for calculation of climate indices PMV and PPD according to ISO 7730; calculation of mean
radiation temperature (thermal radiation); tripod for Globe-thermometer
VOCOOsx:
IAQ-probe with optional measuring ranges CO2 (carbon dioxide)/VOC-indicator (volatile organic
compounds); CO (carbon monoxide); particulate matter sensor.
BAPPU-time:
BAPPU-time licence, software-CD; for evaluation (graphics or tabular forms) and further processing of the
BAPPU-evo recorded long-term recordings.
1)

The scope of delivery includes always operating instructions, rechargeable batteries and required power supply units. The different product configurations contain all
necessary connection cables and a stable sturdy case. On delivery all measuring ranges are calibrated and correspond to the respective device tolerances. BAPPU-evo is
delivered with a confirmation of factory calibration. An optional calibration certificate with a list of single measured values is available for an additional charge. You will
find a sample on our website: https://www.bappu.de/en/service/calibration.

send your order to:

e-mail (also for billing)

contact person

phone

customer-no.

company
street
postal code, city, country

The invoice is sent electronically to the above mail address. If the invoice address differs from the above delivery address, we ask for separate notification.

place/date

signatur/stamp

valid from: august 2022

